Sydney Women’s Baseball League – Social Media Guidelines
From our Code of Conduct:
We play nice.
Sydney Women’s Baseball League (SWBL) provides a safe, fun and harmonious community for all
members, cheer squads, families and friends. As such, we consider bullying, harassment and
discrimination unacceptable. We take very seriously our duty of care obligations to the SWBL
community.
We’ve instituted this Code of Conduct to help strengthen our community and prevent any
misunderstanding or misinterpretations of what’s meant by playing nice. We encourage you to give it
a read and make sure you’re clear about how we do things here at SWBL.))
Guidelines
SWBL acknowledges the emergence of new technologies and encourages the responsible use of
Social Media to promote SWBL and its participants, associated activities, partners and sponsors and
to applaud achievements.
When using technology‐based forums, SWBL members are expected to upkeep our policy of “playing
nice” and follow recommended guidelines including:
•
•

Any posting on Social media should endeavour to portray SWBL in a positive light.
Communication should not offend, intimidate, humiliate or bully any member of the SWBL
community and its associations. This includes our scorers, umpires and supporters.

•

Communication must not be misleading, false or injure the reputation of members or
others.

•

Communication must not bring SWBL into disrepute.

•

Members should not engage in negative or destructive discussions or postings.

•
•

Abusive, harassing, discriminatory or offensive communication should not be posted.
Members should refer to appropriate page use guidelines as specified on SWBL Facebook

If you feel a post has been placed on Social Media which does not meet these guidelines or you feel
is inappropriate, please contact your Coach, Team Coordinator or SWBL Committee member.
The SWBL Committee reserves the right to review material posted and remove any comments that
are deemed inappropriate, offensive or otherwise contravene the spirit of “playing nicely”.
Those who continue to post material that is deemed to fall outside of appropriate guidelines may
have access to SWBL forums blocked.

